Kevin Joseph Ryan was sworn in as a member of the Assembly for the 36th Legislative District.

**SENATE ACTION (SESSION)**

**Nominations Advise and Consent:**

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION:
- Richard E. Williams, of Somerville, to replace John Currie, resigned.
- Robert Brenner, of Warren Township, to replace Vincent E. Giordano.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE KEAN UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
- Ada Morell, of Monroe.
  Frank X. McDermott, Esq., of Westfield.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
- Edward Zarnock, of Roselle.

**Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:**

TO BE THE BERGEN COUNTY CLERK:
- Honorable Elizabeth Randall, of Westwood, to replace Kathleen A. Donovan.

**Bills Introduced:**

S2628 Scutari,N/Cardinale,G Hearsay rule-auth. exception REF SJU

**Motions:**

A3143 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+25 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use To Sa (Kean, T.)
A3143 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+25 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use To Table (22-14) (Buono)
S1451 ScaSa (2R) Rice,R Eminent domain-revise loc. redevel. law To ER (22-6) (Rice) (Lost)

**Bills Passed:**

A1458 Wisniewski,J/Spencer,L+9 Banking Devel. Dist. Act (37-2)
A1559 Scs (SCS) Lampitt,P/Coutinho,A+10 UEZ qual. bus.-elim rebate use procedure (40-0)
A1676 Sa (1R) Greenwald,L/Milam,M+28 Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation (39-0)
A2360 AcaAaScs (3R) Schaefer,G/Coyle,D+6 Captive insur.-reg. (39-0)
A3143 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+25 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use (30-6)
A3308 AaSa (2R) Gove,D/Rumpf,B+35 St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog (39-0)
A3353 Aca (1R) Coutinho,A/Watson Coleman,B+23 Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd. (30-7)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

A3513 Aca (1R) Oliver,S/Greenwald,L+21 Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog. (29-9)
A3584 AcaAa (2R) Oliver,S/Cryan,J+31 Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates (25-12)
A3596 Oliver,S/Wilson,G+19 Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog. (25-13)
S1216 Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L+21 Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern (37-0)
S1468 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Cunningham,S+2 For-profit hosp.-report cert. info. DHSS (23-14)
S1540 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Oroho,S+21 Gross income-bus. related categories (39-0)
S1815 ScaSca (2R) Smith,B+1 Ocean Co. Stormwater Mgmt. Sys. Demo Act (21-19)
S1856 Sca (1R) Smith,B+1 Stormwater runoff control-auth. measures (22-17)
S2370 ScaSca (2R) Madden,F/Kyrillos,J+27 Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises (39-0)
S2373 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Whelan,J+23 Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns (33-7)
S2398 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+29 Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote (37-0)
S2454 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+26 Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act (39-0)
SJR20 Vitale,J Children’s Dental Health Mo.-desig. Feb. (40-0)

Bills Substituted:

A1458 Wisniewski,J/Spencer,L+9 Banking Devel. Dist. Act SUB FOR S2286
A1559 ScaSca (1R) Lampitt,P/Coutinho,A+10 UEZ qual. bus.-elim rebate use procedure SUB FOR S2132 (SCS)
A1676 Sa (1R) Greenwald,L/Milam,M+28 Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation SUB FOR S1646
A2360 AcaSca (3R) Schaer,G/Coyle,D+6 Captive insur.-reg. SUB FOR S168 (1R)
A3143 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+25 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use SUB FOR S2183 (2R)
A3308 AcaSa (2R) Gove,D/Rumpf,B+35 St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog. SUB FOR S2314 (1R)
A3353 Aca (1R) Coutinho,A/Watson Coleman,B+23 Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd. SUB FOR S2545 (1R)
A3513 Aca (1R) Oliver,S/Greenwald,L+21 Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog. SUB FOR S2544 (1R)
A3584 AcaAa (2R) Oliver,S/Cryan,J+31 Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates SUB FOR S2496 (1R)
A3596 Oliver,S/Wilson,G+19 Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog. SUB FOR S2556
S168 Sca (1R) Gill,N/Kean,T+1 Captive insur.-reg. SUB BY A2360 (3R)
S1646 Oroho,S/Sweeney,S+4 Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation SUB BY A1676 (1R)
S2132 ScaSca (SCS) Van Drew,J/Whelan,J+4 UEZ qual. bus.-elim rebate use procedure SUB BY A1559 (SCS)
S2183 ScaSa (2R) Norcross,D/Beach,J+2 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use SUB BY A3143 (1R)
S2286 Cunningham,S/Norcross,D+3 Banking Devel. Dist. Act SUB BY A1458
S2314 Sca (1R) Connors,C/Beach,J+9 St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog. SUB BY A3308 (2R)
S2496 Sca (1R) Greenstein,L/Gordon,R+3 Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates SUB BY A3584 (2R)
S2544 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Weinberg,L+4 Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog. SUB BY A3513 (1R)
S2545 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Girgenti,J+3 Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd. SUB BY A3353 (1R)
S2556 Cunningham,S+2 Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog. SUB BY A3596

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A1676 Sa (1R) Greenwald,L/Milam,M+28 Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation (37-0) (Oroho)
A2529 AcaScaSa (ACS/4R) Chivukula,U/Quijano,A+2 Energy-efficiency, renewable req. (29-0) (Smith)
A3308 AaSa (2R) Gove,D/Rumpf,B+35 St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog (36-0) (Connors)
S1353 ScaSa (2R) Weinberg,L/Vitale,J Pub. questions, cert. mun-revise statute (28-0) (Weinberg)
S1451 ScaSa (2R) Rice,R Eminent domain-.revise loc. redev. law (15-9) (Allen)
S1964 ScaSa (2R) Lesniak,R/Ruiz,M+4 Prop, not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale (29-1) (Lesniak)
S2306/2321 ScaSa (SCS/1R) Smith,B/Van Drew,J Energy-efficiency, renewable req. (26-0) (Smith)
S2498 ScaSa (2R) Greenstein,L/Beach,J+3 Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim (38-0) (Greenstein)

Bills Received from Governor/Conditional Veto:

S1248 SaAca (2R) Rice,R/Beck,J Loc unit or auth budgets-report law suit

Bills Received from Assembly/Concurrence w/Assembly Amendments/Given Second Reading:

S2370 ScaSa (2R) Madden,F/Kyrillos,J+27 Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A1676 Sa (1R)  Greenwald,L/Milam,M+28  Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
A3143 Aca (1R)  Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+25  Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use
A3308 AaSa (2R)  Gove,D/Rumpf,B+35  St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog
A3353 Aca (1R)  Coutinho,A/Watson Coleman,B+23  Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd.
A3513 Aca (1R)  Oliver,S/Greenwald,L+21  Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog.
A3584 AcaAa (2R)  Oliver,S/Cryan,J+31  Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates
A3596 Oliver,S/Wilson,G+19  Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.

Co-Sponsors Added:

S168  Sca (1R)  (Ruiz,M)  Captive insur.-reg.
S243 (Greenstein,L)  Uniform Trust Code
S279 (Greenstein,L)  Low-flow toilets-req, multiple dwellings
S280 (Greenstein,L)  Credit card solicitations, cert.-proh.
S312 (Greenstein,L)  St. Song: “I’m from NJ”
S326 (Greenstein,L)  Social networking websites-concerns
S371 (Greenstein,L)  Crime Victim’s Bill of Rights-concerns
S375 ScaSa (2R)  (Greenstein,L)  Health svc. corp.-conversion
S504 (Greenstein,L)  Cold War vets, disabled-prop. tax exemp
S507 (Greenstein,L)  Vet. civil svc. preference-expand elig.
S659 ScaSca (2R)  (Gill,N)  Historic Prop. Reinvestment Act
S664 (Greenstein,L)  Dextromethorphan-proh. sale to minors
S665 ScaSca (2R)  (Greenstein,L)  Medicaid home demo. proj.-estab.
S796 (Greenstein,L)  Mental health coverage req.-revises
S821 (Greenstein,L)  Fiduciary-concerns
S935 (Greenstein,L)  Workers’ comp. suppl. benf.-concerns
S951 (Greenstein,L)  Minor-concerns protective order
S963 (Greenstein,L)  Nurse staffing standards-estab.
S966 (Greenstein,L)  Kidnapping-elim. statute of limitations
S1185 (Bucco,A)  Customer billing practices-concerns
S1216 (Beach,J; Ruiz,M; Turner,S)  Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1254 (Greenstein,L)  Wage records, cert. proj-concerns access
S1255 (Greenstein,L)  Pub emp-proh unilateral term changes
S1376 (Greenstein,L)  Cemetery co-proh. charging cert. fees
S1468 Sca (1R)  (Greenstein,L)  For-profit hosp.-report cert. info, DHSS
S1540 Sca (1R)  (Beach,J; Gordon,R; Turner,S)  Gross income-bus. related categories
S1624 (Greenstein,L)  Thomas P. Canzanella First Resp Prot Act
S1636 (Greenstein,L)  Children’s products containing lead-proh
S1646 (Gordon,R)  Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
S1815 ScaSca (2R)  (Gordon,R)  Ocean Co. Stormwater Mgmt. Sys. Demo Act
S1856 Sca (1R)  (Gordon,R)  Stormwater runoff control-auth. measures
S1872 Scs (SCS)  (Bucco,A)  Opportunity Scholarship Act-estab. prog.
S1964 ScaSa (2R)  (Girgenti,J; Gordon,R; Norcross,D)  Prop, not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale
S2057 (Bucco,A)  Text messaging, unsolicited ads-proh.
S2132 Scs (SCS)  (Girgenti,J; Gordon,R; Turner,S)  UEZ qual. bus.-elim rebate use procedure
S2183 ScaSa (2R)  (Girgenti,J; Gordon,R)  Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use
S2250 (Cardinale,G)  Global Warming Response Act-repeal
S2296 (Girgenti,J; Gordon,R; Turner,S)  Banking Devel. Dist. Act
S2373 ScaSca (2R)  (Gordon,R; Turner,S)  Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
S2374 Sca (1R)  (Girgenti,J; Gordon,R)  Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
S2397 (Bateman,C; Bucco,A; Vitale,J)  Auto insur. fraud prev. measures-estab.
S2398 (Girgenti,J; Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Turner,S; Whelan,J)  Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S2454 (Girgenti,J; Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Turner,S)  Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act
S2458 (Van Drew,J)  Asst. living fac.-estab. resid. rights
S2496 Sca (1R)  (Beach,J; Girgenti,J)  Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates
S2498 ScaSa (2R)  (Turner,S; Whelan,J)  Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim
S2544 Sca (1R)  (Beach,J; Girgenti,J; Turner,S)  Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog.
S2545 Sca (1R)  (Beach,J; Turner,S)  Econ. devel. proj-estab. closing fd.
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

S2556 (Ruiz,M) Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.
SCR26 (Greenstein,L) Disab. vet.-receive civil svc preference
SCR43 (Greenstein,L) Leg. Code of Ethics, 2008-2009-amends
SCR111 (Greenstein,L) Streamlining Shared Svcs. Task Force

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

SR100 (Scutari,N) Justice Roberto Rivera-Soto-resign

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S74 (Bucco,A) EMT-concerns reimb.
S162 (Greenstein,L) Pharmacy benf. mgmt. co.-reg.
S188 (Greenstein,L) Wrongful Death Act-concerns
S249 (Greenstein,L) Pharmacy Qual. Assurance, Error Prev Act
S320 (Greenstein,L) Governmental affairs agents-concerns
S574 (Greenstein,L) Child porn found on computer-report
S575 (Greenstein,L) Wiretap orders for cert. crimes-concerns
S576 (Greenstein,L) Sex offender Internet identifier-concern
S577 (Greenstein,L) Sex offense against minor-concerns
S793 Sca (1R) (Greenstein,L) Solar panel, wind turbine-concerns purch
S907 (Greenstein,L) Tech. Bus. Incubator Prog Suppl. Asst Fd
S937 (Greenstein,L) HMO, cert.-receive svc. w/out referral
S997 (Greenstein,L) Child pornography law-revises
S1099 (Greenstein,L) Mil. personnel-extend excl. income elig.
S1113 (Greenstein,L) Assisted living fac.-concern admissions
S1116 (Greenstein,L) Jason's Law-estab. drug awareness
S1117 (Greenstein,L) Pub. emp collective negotiation-concerns
S1285 (Greenstein,L) Realty transfer fee-elim cert components
S1427 (Greenstein,L) Parole inelig.-concerns repeat offenders
S1459 (Greenstein,L) Emp. contracts, cert.-review, approval
S1467 (Greenstein,L) Smart Container Act
S1569 (Greenstein,L) Energy-related incentives-bus. apply
S1592 (Greenstein,L) Child in proh. sex act-comp. svc. remove
S1611 (Greenstein,L; Bucco,A) St. songs-desig. four
S1702 (Greenstein,L) Assault on disabled-upgrades
S1703 (Greenstein,L) Sexual assault of minor-mand. life term
S1750 (Greenstein,L) CATV customers-estab. protection req.
S1917 (Girgenti,J) Jr. Firemen's Aux.-perform cert. duties
S1990 (Greenstein,L) Uniform Securities Law viol.-civil penal
S2110 (Greenstein,L) Green Building Tax Credit Act
S2183 ScaSa (2R) (Beach,J) Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use
S2443 (Whelan,J) Medicaid Acct. Care Org. Demo Proj-estab
S2588 (Gordon,R) Mun. adjusted tax levy-calculation
S2592 (Greenstein,L) Outsource jobs overseas-concerns
SCR23 (Doherty,M) St. dedicated revenue-proh. diversion
SJR40 (Greenstein,L) Hearsay rule-amend Rules of Evidence
SJR57 (Greenstein,L) American Red Cross Mo-desig. March
SR97 (Greenstein,L) Take a Veteran to Sch. Day-support

Third Prime Sponsor Added:

SR100 (Scutari,N) Justice Roberto Rivera-Soto-resign
**Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:**

A1458 (Cunningham,S; Norcross,D; Girgenti,J; Gordon,R; Turner,S)  Banking Devel. Dist. Act
A1559 Scs (SCS)  (Van Drew,J; Whelan,J; Stack,B; Girgenti,J; Gordon,R; Turner,S)  UEZ qual. bus. -elim rebate use procedure
A1676 Sa (1R)  (Oroho,S; Sweeney,S; Kyrillos,J; Stack,B; Bucco,A; Gordon,R)  Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
A2360 AcaAaScsc (3R)  (Gill,N; Kean,T; Ruiz,M)  Captive insur. -reg.
A3143 Aca (1R)  (Norcross,D; Beach,J; Girgenti,J; Gordon,R)  Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use
A3308 AaSa (2R)  (Connors,C; Beach,J; Van Drew,J; Allen,D; Greenstein,L; Stack,B; Vitale,J; Addiego,D; Gordon,R; Norcross,D; Whelan,J)  St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog
A3353 Aca (1R)  (Madden,F; Girgenti,J; Sarlo,P; Greenstein,L; Beach,J; Turner,S)  Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd.
A3513 Aca (1R)  (Vitale,J; Weinberg,L; Greenstein,L; Beach,J; Girgenti,J; Turner,S)  Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog.
A3584 AcaAa (2R)  (Greenstein,L; Gordon,R; Stack,B; Beach,J; Girgenti,J)  Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates
A3596 (Cunningham,S; Stack,B; Ruiz,M)  Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.

**The Senate President has made the following appointments:**

*Effective January 3, 2011

**New Jersey Public Broadcasting Authority:**

Adam Liebtag, of Frenchtown.

*Effective January 4, 2011

**New Jersey Public Broadcasting Authority:**

Eric Richard, of Lambertville, to replace Adam Leibtag, resigned.

The Senate adjourned at 6:40 P.M. to meet again on Monday, January 10, 2011 (SESSION).

**ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)**

**Bills Introduced:**

A3633 Jasey,M/McKeon,J  Soil contamination-incl loc pub contract  REF AEN
A3634 Vainieri Huttle,V  Excused sch. absence-election activity  REF AED
A3635 Vainieri Huttle,V  Govt. affairs agents-concerns  REF ASG
A3636 Coughlin,C/Greenwald,L  Medicaid Acct. Care Org. Demo Proj-estab  REF AHE
A3637 Coughlin,C  Tpk. Auth-temp. dedication of fds.  REF AAP
A3638 DiCicco,D  Low-level radioactive waste transp.-fd.  REF AEN
A3639 DiMaio,J  New prog.-w/out Higher Ed Comm. approval  REF AHI
A3640 Johnson,G/Chivukula,U  Tanning beds-minors proh.  REF AHE
A3641 Ramos,R/Guajero,A+5  St. emp. pay check direct deposit-info.  REF ASG
A3642 Vainieri Huttle,V  Computer donated, pub. sch.-bus tax cred  REF AED
A3643 Fuentes,A  Higher ed. teacher prep. prog.-evaluate  REF AED
A3644 Munoz,N  Mun. finan, tax agreements-report to DCA  REF AHO
A3645 Munoz,N/Bramnick,J  MV surcharge-impose, fd. police veh.  REF ALP
A3646 Johnson,G  Cosmetic med procedure tax-phase-out  REF AAP
A3647 Cryan,J  Electric veh charging stations-prov.  REF ACE
A3648 Cryan,J+1  Veh. charging stations-toll rd. install  REF ACE
A3649 Cryan,J  Veh. charging stations-proh DEP permit  REF ACE
A3650 Cryan,J+1  Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred  REF ACE
A3651 Cryan,J+1  Hybrid electric veh. purch.-tax cred.  REF ACE
A3652 O'Scanlon,D  Police contracts-extend arbitration cap  REF ALP
A3653 Wagner,C/Gusciora,R  Hydraulic fracturing-estab. moratorium  REF AEN
A3654 Johnson,G/Chivukula,U  Site remediation-pub. notification  REF AEN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A3655 Wisniewski,J Electronic prescribing sys.-standards REF AFI
A3656 Tucker,C Vet. status-MVC req. to collect info. REF AMV
A3657 Tucker,C Bicycle registration-req. REF ATR
A3658 Diegnan,P+10 Estate tax-incr. filing threshold REF AAP
A3659 Angelini,M/Rible,D Youth suicide prev. plan-DCF devel. REF AHE
A3660 DeAngelo,W Curb repair-mun. impose assessment REF AHO
A3661 Milam,M Leg., Executive Branch off.-reduce comp. REF ASG
A3662 Milam,M Indigent vets burial-prov. funding REF AMV
A3663 Milam,M Corrections off.-prob. street gang memb. REF ALP
A3664 Milam,M Corrections off applicant-home interview REF ALP
A3665 Milam,M Correctional fac. disturbance-notify off. REF ALP
A3666 Milam,M St. correctional fac.-shift overlap req. REF ALP
A3667 Milam,M Bus. tax-deduct loan interest, UEZ bus. REF ACE
A3668 Chivukula,U Mun. shared svcs. energy company-auth. REF ATU
A3669 DiCicco,D Breast cancer awareness-estab. lic plate REF ATR
A3670 Vainieri Huttle,V/Lampitt,P Resid. co coll. tuition rates-prov. REF AED
A3671 McKeon,J/Mainor,C Pesticide Use Reduction Recognition Act REF AEN
A3672 Quigley,J/O'Scanlon,D+4 Adoptee's original birth cert.-access REF AHE
A3673 Voss,J Teacher and Sch. Admin. Prot. Act REF AED
A3674 Johnson,G Blindness, sudden-SHBP, SEHB cover REF ATR
A3675 DiCicco,D Sex offender, cert.-prob. plea bargain REF ALP
A3676 Vainieri Huttle,V Scooter riders, under 17-wear helmets REF ALP
ACR170 Handlin,A/Webber,J Fed. law. repeal-reg. 2/3 vote, St. Leg. REF ASG
AJR66 Vainieri Huttle,V/Coutinho,A Arts, Culture and Tourism Mo-desig. June REF ATA
AJR67 Wagner,C/Gusciora,R Hyrdraulic fracturing-NY, PA disapprove REF AEN
AR129 Coughlin,C Safe Prisons Communications Act-enact REF ALP
AR130 Johnson,G/Spencer,L+18 James Zadroga 9/11 Health and Comp. Act REF ALP
AR133 Cryan,J Elec. and hybrid veh. usage-promote REF AEN

Motions:

A3143 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+25 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use To Aa (Chiusano)
A3143 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+25 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use To Table (Quigley) (43-32-0)
A3596 Oliver,S/Wilson,G+19 Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog. To Aa (Casagrande)
A3596 Oliver,S/Wilson,G+19 Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog. To Table (Cryan) (44-32-0)

Bills Passed:

A823 AaSca (2R) Albano,N/Milam,M+7 Saltwater fishing, free reg.-estab. (66-7-3)
A1676 Greenwald,L/Milam,M+28 Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation (76-0-0)
A1676 Sa (1R) Greenwald,L/Milam,M+28 Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation (73-0-0)
A2360 AcaAaSca (3R) Schaefer,G/Coyle,D+6 Captive insur.-reg. (74-0-0)
A3143 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+25 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use (56-20-0)
A3308 Aa (1R) Gove,D/Rumpf,B+35 St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog (74-1-1)
A3308 AaSa (2R) Gove,D/Rumpf,B+35 St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog (73-1-0)
A3353 Aca (1R) Coutinho,A/Watson Coleman,B+23 Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd. (45-28-3)
A3513 Aca (1R) Oliver,S/Greenwald,L+21 Workforce Shortage Loan Reimbursement Prog. (44-29-3)
A3584 AcaAa (2R) Oliver,S/Cryan,J+31 Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates (46-28-2)
A3596 Oliver,S/Wilson,G+19 Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog. (43-32-0)
S1216 Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L+21 Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern (64-6-6)
S1540 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Oroho,S+21 Gross income-bus. related categories (76-0-0)
S2370 ScaAca (2R) Madden,F/Kyrillos,J+27 Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises (76-0-0)
S2373 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Whelan,J+23 Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns (45-23-6)
S2398 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+9 Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote (76-0-0)
S2454 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+26 Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act (45-31-0)
Bills Substituted:

S483 Aca (1R)    Lesniak,R/Coutinho,A+11    Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans   SUB FOR A3295 (1R)
S1216 Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L+21    Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern   SUB FOR A3589
S1540 Sca (1R)    Buono,B/Oroho,S+21    Gross income-bus. related categories   SUB FOR A3535
S2370 ScaAca (1R)    Madden,F/Kyrillos,J+27    Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises SUB FOR A3389 (2R)
S2373 Sca (1R)    Vitale,J/Whelan,J+23    Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual intern SUB FOR A3418 (1R)
S2398 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+29    Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote   SUB FOR A3594
S2454 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+26    Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act   SUB FOR A3592
A3295 Aca (1R)    Coutinho,A/Quigley,J+11    Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans   SUB BY S483 (1R)
A3389 AcaAca (2R)    Oliver,S/Coutinho,A+18    Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises SUB BY S2370 (2R)
A3418 Aca (1R)    Coughlin,C/Lampitt,P+19    Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual intern SUB BY S3270 (1R)
A3535 Greenwald,L/Barnes,P+14    Gross income-bus. related categories   SUB BY S1540 (1R)
A3592 Watson Coleman,B/Mainor,C+17    Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern SUB BY S1216
A3599 Quijano,A/Schaer,G+22    Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act   SUB BY S2454
A3594 Giblin,T/Voss,J+23    Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote   SUB BY S2398

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A2144 AcaAa (2R)    DeAngelo,W/Greenstein,L    St bldgs repair contracts-cert labor req   (Egan)
A2495 Aa (1R)    Albano,N/Riley,C+16    Tourist sign prog.-allow wineries   (Albano)
A2679/3240 AcaAa (ACS/1R)    Chivukula,U/Ramos,R+3    Pub. libraries-concerns funding   (Chivukula)
A2859 AcaAa (2R)    Quijano,A/Burzichelli,J+17    Prop, not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale   (Quijano)
A3442 AcaAa (2R)    Chivukula,U/McKeon,J+5    In-St electric generation fac pilot prog   (Chivukula)
A3494 AcaAcaAa (3R)    DeAngelo,W/Riley,C+25    Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim   (Riley)
A3517 AcaAaAa (3R)    Burzichelli,C/Neubauer,R    Casino industry reg.-revises   (Burzichelli)
A3528 AcaAa (ACS/1R)    Chivukula,U/Caputo,R+16    AC Tourism Dist.-estab.   (Burzichelli)
S11 SaSaAa (3R)    Sweeney,S/Whelan,J    AC Tourism Dist.-estab.   (Burzichelli)
S12 SaSaAa (3R)    Whelan,J/Lesniak,R    Casino industry reg.-revises   (Burzichelli)
S483 AcaAa (2R)    Lesniak,R/Coutinho,A+11    Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans   (Coutinho)
S2068 Aa (1R)    Gill,N+1    Free pub libraries-raising revenue   (Chivukula)
S2381 SaSaAa (3R)    Batten,B/Riley,C+25    In-St electric generation fac pilot prog   (Chivukula)

Bills Received from Governor/Conditional Veto:

A3359 Barnes,P/Evans,E+6    Job vacancy ads-proh. excl. unemp people

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A444 Sa (1R)    Green,J/Bramnick,J+23    Bd. of ed. memb.-background check
A823 AaSa (2R)    Albano,N/Milam,M+7    Saltwater fishing, free reg.-estab.
A1676 Sa (1R)    Greenwald,L/Milam,M+28    Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
A2360 AcaAaSa (3R)    Schaefer,G/Coyle,D+6    Captive insur.-reg.
A3094 Sa (1R)    Coughlin,C/Wisniewski,J+3    Hwys.-contract w/co, prevent pub hazards
A3308 AaSa (2R)    Gove,D/Rumpf,B+35    St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S441 Sa (1R)    Turner,S/Gordon,R+1    Shared svc. agreement-limit annual incr.   REF AHO
S81 Beach,JP    GPS navigation devices-concerns   REF ATR
S478 Sa (1R)    Beck,J    Marlboro Psych. Hosp.-improve sewerage   REF AAN
S1026 Sca (2R)    Connors,C/Buono,B+5    Vet mental health treatment-bus tax cred   REF AMV
S1468 Sca (1R)    Weinberg,L/Cunningham,S+27    For-profit hosp.-report cert. info, DHSS   REF AHE
S1791/1922 ScsSca (SCS/1R)    Turner,S/Gill,N+1    Emp. discrim., based on credit-proh.   REF ALA
S1877 Sca (1R)    Beach,J/Van Drew,J+4    Vet-hiring preference, non-civil svc mun   REF AMV
S1882 Sca (1R)    Kean,T    Museum Unclaimed Loan Act   REF ASG
S2064 Sca (1R)    Norcross,D    Plumbers, cert.-perform propane svc.   REF ARP
S2164 ScaSa (2R)    Sweeney,S    Fmp. leasing companies-concerns   REF ARP
S2181 Sca (1R)    Codey,R/Girgenti,J+4    Talking, texting while driving-incr fine   REF ALP
S2295 Sca (1R)    Lesniak,R    Solid waste lio-prov. disclosure exemp.   REF AEN
S2411 Sa (1R)    Norcross,D/Ruiz,M    EMTs, cert.-permits appt.   REF ALP
SJR20 Vitale,J    Children's Dental Health Mo.-desig. Feb.   REF AHE
SJR47 Sweeney,S    Histiocytosis Awareness Mo.-desig. Sept.   REF AHE
Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A1559 Scs (SCS) Lampitt,P/Coutinho,A+10 UEZ qual. bus. -elim rebate use procedure
S11 SaSaAa (3R) Sweeney,S/Whealan,J AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SaSaAa (3R) Whealan,J/Lesniak,R Casino industry reg.-revises
S1216 Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L+21 Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1540 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Oroho,S+21 Gross income-bus. related categories
S1815 ScaSca (2R) Smith,B+1 Ocean Co. Stormwater Mgmt. Sys. Demo Act
S1856 Sca (1R) Smith,B+1 Stormwater runoff control-auth. measures
S2175 Ss (SS) Whelan,J/Singer,R Cigarettes, contraband-destroy procedure
S2373 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Whelan,J+23 Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
S2398 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+29 Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S2454 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+26 Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A1418 Prieto,V/Barnes,P Mold inspectors, remediators-regis. FROM ARP
A1881 Johnson,G Animal Welfare Office-estab. in DHSS FROM AAN
A1882 Johnson,G Animal cruelty asst. co prosecutor-estab FROM ALP
A1884 Johnson,G Animal cruelty viol.-concerns mun. ct. FROM AJU
A3099 Johnson,G Police, cert.-estab. right to carry FROM ALP

Co-Sponsors Added:

A330 (Wagner,C) Finan. exploitation of elderly-offense
A812 Acs (ACS) (Fuentes,A; Voss,J; Spencer,L; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C; Conners,J) Agric. tourism locations-signs
A832 (Munoz,N) Svcs. dogs.-estab. new crimes
A1020 (Wagner,C) Motorists overtaking bicycles-concerns
A1076 (McKeon,J) Pub. sch.-req. new design
A1384 (Ruman,S) Handgun permit-revise procedures
A1597 (Coughlin,C) Credit unions-depositories of pub. fds.
A1676 Sa (1R) (Gusciora,R; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Fuentes,A; Watson Coleman,B; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Coughlin,C; Moriarpy,P; Conners,J; Rudder,S; Delany,P) Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
A1923 (Wagner,C) Job training courses-concerns
A2215 (DeAngelo,W; Gusciora,R; Fuentes,A; O'Donnell,J; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Quijano,A; Tucker,C; Watson Coleman,B; Coutinho,A; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Lampitt,P; Coughlin,C; Conners,J) Green bldg. loan-qualifications
A2286 (Wagner,C) Natl. Guard memb.-vol. contrib.
A2495 Aa (1R) (Milm,M; Fuentes,A; Rodriguez,C; Johnson,G; Watson Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Greenwald,L; Voss,J; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Wilson,G; Conners,J) Tourist sign prog.-allow wineries
A2499 (Rudder,S; Delany,P) St-admin. retire. sys.-elim. cert. elig.
A2720 Aca (1R) (Fuentes,A; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Quigley,J) Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure
A2721 Aca (1R) (Fuentes,A; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P) St. agency rule-making-expiration date
A2853 Aca (1R) (Fuentes,A; O'Donnell,J; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Quijano,A; Schaer,G; Coutinho,A; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Evans,E; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Coughlin,C; Conners,J; Diegnan,P) Bus. permits, econ dev proj-streamline
A2859 AcaAa (2R) (Fuentes,A; Gusciora,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Watson Coleman,B; Schaer,G; Pou,N; Voss,J; Spencer,L; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Wilson,G; Conners,J) Prop. not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale
A2905 AcaAca (2R) (Voss,J; Fuentes,A; Gusciora,R; Johnson,G; O'Donnell,J; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Pou,N; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Lampitt,P; Wilson,G; Diegnan,P) Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
A2951 (Chiusano,G) PERS-bars cert. pub agency participation
A2990 Aca (1R) (Milm,M; Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Voss,J; Spencer,L; Albano,N; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Wilson,G) Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday
A3074 (Wisniewski,J) Physical therapy svs.-insur. claim pymt
A3128 (Fuentes,A; O'Donnell,J; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Wagner,C) Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
A3143 Aca (1R) (O'Donnell,J; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C; Rudder,S) Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use
A3147 (Amodeo,J; Wolfe,D; Holzapfel,J; Polistina,V) Global Warming Response Act-repeal
A3153 (Delany,P) St. gov't. spending-estab. 2% cap
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3162  (Vandervalk,C)  Dog fighting-estab. crime
A3195  (Milam,M; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Quijano,A; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Voss,J; Spencer,L; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Conners,J; Diegnan,P)  Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3253  Aca (1R)  (Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C)  Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right
A3254  (Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C)  Corp. off.-indemnification rights
A3295  Aca (1R)  (Fuentes,A; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Mainor,C; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J)  Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
A3297  (DiCicco,D)  Child-proh. unauth photos or videotaping
A3308  AaSa (2R)  (Milam,M; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Quijano,A; Watson Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Spencer,L; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Lampitt,P; Rudder,S; Munoz,N; Diegnan,P)  St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog
A3350  Aca (1R)  (Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C)  Child support obligors, cert-allows lic.
A3353  Aca (1R)  (Schaer,G; O'Donnell,J; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C)  Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd.
A3389  AcaAca (2R)  (Milam,M; Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Spencer,L; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Moriarty,P; Conners,J)  Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
A3398  (Fuentes,A; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Watson Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Coughlin,C; Diegnan,P)  Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
A3442  AcaAa (2R)  (Rodriguez,C)  In-St electric generation fac pilot prog
A3494  AcaAcaAa (3R)  (Diegnan,P; Fuentes,A; Rodriguez,C; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Watson Coleman,B; Schaer,G; Greenwald,L; Spencer,L; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Quigley,J; Burzichelli,J; Lampitt,P; Wilson,G; Conners,J; Egan,J)  Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim
A3513  Aca (1R)  (Diegnan,P; Fuentes,A; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Mainor,C; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Albano,N; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C; Conners,J)  Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog
A3535  (Diegnan,P; Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Schaer,G; Coutinho,A; Riley,C; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Conners,J; O'Scanlon,D; Chiusano,G)  Gross income-bus. related categories
A3584  AcaAa (2R)  (Fuentes,A; Gusciora,R; O'Donnell,J; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Coutinho,A; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Wagner,C; Lampitt,P; Coughlin,C; Conners,J)  Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates
A3589  (Fuentes,A; O'Donnell,J; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C; Conners,J)  Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog
A3592  (Milam,M; Fuentes,A; O'Donnell,J; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Coutinho,A; Riley,C; Voss,J; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Moriarty,P; Conners,J)  Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act
A3594  (Fuentes,A; Gusciora,R; Conaway,H; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Quijano,A; Watson Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Chivukula,U; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Lampitt,P; Coughlin,C; Conners,J; Diegnan,P)  Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
A3595  (Fuentes,A; Mainor,C; Watson Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Riley,C; Pou,N; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R)  Benef. corp.-create
A3596  (Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Coutinho,A; Riley,C; Pou,N; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Conners,J)  Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog
A3618  (Caputo,R; Giblin,T; Oliver,S; Jasey,M; Ramos,R; Lampitt,P)  Prop tax rebate cert-refundable tax cred
A3648  (DeAngelo,W)  Veh. charging stations-toll rd. install
A3650  (DeAngelo,W)  Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred
A3651  (DeAngelo,W)  Hybrid electric veh. purch. -tax cred.
A3658  (O'Donnell,J; Caputo,R; Gibson,T; Barnes,P; Oliver,S; Holzapfel,J; Jasey,M; Lampitt,P; Ramos,R; Angelini,M)  Estate tax-incr. filing threshold
A3672  (DiCicco,D; Johnson,G; Dimaiio,J; Giblin,T)  Adoptee's original birth cert.-access
ACR150  (Wagner,C)  Priv pub svcs contracts-set min standard
ACR165  (DeAngelo,W)  Streamlining Shared Svcs. Task Force
AJR65  (DeAngelo,W)  American Red Cross Mo-desig. March
AR127  (Vandervalk,C)  Airports-terminate pat down searches

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A823 AaSa (2R)  (Ruman,R,S)  Saltwater fishing, free reg.-estab.
Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A977 (Vainieri Huttle, V) Co. pol. comm.-concerns reorg. mtg.
A2594 (Prieto, V) DNA samples-incl. viol. arrestees
A3110 (Schroeder, R) Manslaughter-incr. min. penal.
A3227 (Diegnan, P) Prop assess demo prog, Monmouth Co-estab
A3253 Aca (1R) (Wisniewski, J) Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right
A3531 Aca (1R) (Wagner, C) Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
A3536 (Quijano, A) Criminal impersonation-clarifies
A3554 (Gusciora, R) Dogsproh. cruel restraint
A3579 (Milam, M) Auto insur. fraud prev. measures-estab.
A3613 (Johnson, G) Police training, alt. route-extends
A3616 (Moriarty, P) Voting regis.-concerns age
A3624 (Gusciora, R) Bus. entity-regulate campaign contrib.

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A1854 (Ramos, R) Energy efficient product-tax holiday
A2570 Aca (1R) (Milam, M) Internet waging-permit, AC casinos
A2922 Aca (1R) (Barnes, P) Admin. Procedure Act-revises
A3053 (Barnes, P) First-time off.-estab intervention prog.
A3195 (Watson Coleman, B) Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3222 (Angelini, M) Health insur. exclusions, cert.-concerns
A3248 (Bramnick, J) Sch. dist. cert-permit monitoring waiver
A3253 Aca (1R) (Quijano, A) Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right
A3254 (Quijano, A) Corp. off.-indemnification rights
A3286 Aca (1R) (Coutinho, A) AIDS Drug Prog-restore income elig level
A3350 Aca (1R) (Watson Coleman, B) Child support obligors, cert.-allows lic.
A3351 (Quijano, A) Biotech. companies-repeal tax benf. cap
A3517 AcaAaAa (3R) (Wagner, C) Casino industry reg.-revises
A3581 AcsAa (ACS/1R) (Milam, M) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
A3622 (Spencer, L) Sexual abuse-remove limitations statute
ACR169 (Vainieri Huttle, V) Casinos, Bergen Co-Leg. allow estab.
AR13 (Diegnan, P) CPR training-incl., HS curriculum

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1061 (Johnson, G) Automated MV ID sys.-auth. use
A1083 (Wagner, C) Animal cruelty-concerns
A1642 (Vainieri Huttle, V) Birth cert.-concerns
A2570 Aca (1R) (Albano, N) Internet waging-permit, AC casinos
A3195 (Lampitt, P) Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3253 Aca (1R) (Chivukula, U) Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right
A3278 (Jasey, M) New Home Fire Safety Act
A3581 AcsAa (ACS/1R) (Albano, N) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
A3589 (Evans, E) Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
A3594 (Lampitt, P) Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
A3628 (DeAngelio, W) Small bus., life science-grant prog.
A3629 (DeAngelio, W) Small bus., life science-grant prog.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1089 (Ramos, R) Corp. bus. tax-concerns prog.
A1406 Acs (ACS) (Mainor, C) Adoptees birth cert.-permits access
A2949 Aca (1R) (Barnes, P) BPU orders-written form post on internet
A3132 Aca (1R) (Barnes, P) CATV companies-modify outage comp.
A3581 AcsAa (ACS/1R) (Wagner, C) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
A3589 (Johnson, G) Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
A3592 (Gusciora, R) Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1076 (Ramos, R) Pub. sch.-req. new design
A3581 AcsAa (ACS/1R) (Moriarty, P) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
A3584 AcaAa (2R) (Ramos, R) Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates
Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A3535 (Moriarty, P) Gross income-bus. related categories

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S483 AcaAa (2R) (Coutinho, A) Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
S1216 (Watson Coleman, B) Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1540 Sca (1R) (Greenwald, L) Gross income-bus. related categories
S2370 ScaAca (2R) (Oliver, S) Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
S2373 Sca (1R) (Coughlin, C) Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
S2398 (Giblin, T) Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S2454 (Quijano, A) Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S483 AcaAa (2R) (Quigley, J) Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
S1216 (Mainor, C) Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1540 Sca (1R) (Barnes, P) Gross income-bus. related categories
S2370 ScaAca (2R) (Coutinho, A) Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
S2373 Sca (1R) (Lampitt, P) Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
S2398 (Voss, J) Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S2454 (Schaer, G) Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S483 AcaAa (2R) (Wagner, C) Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
S1216 (Giblin, T) Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1540 Sca (1R) (Johnson, G) Gross income-bus. related categories
S2370 ScaAca (2R) (Bucco, A) Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
S2373 Sca (1R) (Tucker, C) Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
S2398 (Jasey, M) Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S2454 (Albano, N) Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S483 AcaAa (2R) (Watson Coleman, B) Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
S1216 (Evans, E) Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1540 Sca (1R) (Pou, N) Gross income-bus. related categories
S2370 ScaAca (2R) (Bramnick, J) Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
S2373 Sca (1R) (Rodriguez, C) Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
S2398 (Lampitt, P) Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S2454 (DeAngelo, W) Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1216 (Johnson, G) Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1540 Sca (1R) (McHose, A) Gross income-bus. related categories
S2370 ScaAca (2R) (Pou, N) Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
S2454 (Gusciora, R) Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1540 Sca (1R) (Webber, J) Gross income-bus. related categories

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1540 Sca (1R) (Moriarty, P) Gross income-bus. related categories
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S483 Aca(A) (2R)   (Chivukula,U; Pou,N; Johnson,G; Fuentes,A; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Mainor,C; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J)  Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
S1216  (Fuentes,A; O'Donnell,J; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Schae,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Lesniak,R; Chivukula,U; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Conners,J)  Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1540 ScaAca (1R)  (Diegnan,P; Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Schae,G; Coutinho,A; Riley,C; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Conners,J; O'Scanlon,D; Chiusano,G)  Gross income-bus. related categories
S2370 ScaAca (2R)  (Watson Coleman,B; Coughlin,C; Milam,M; Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Conaway,H; Schae,G; Riley,C; Spencer,L; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Ramsos,R; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Moriarit,P; Conners,J)  Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
S2373 Sca   (1R)  (Schae,G; Watson Coleman,B; Fuentes,A; Gusciora,R; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Quijano,A; Conaway,H; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Wagner,C)  Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
S2398  (Pou,N; Coutinho,A; Fuentes,A; Gusciora,R; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Quijano,A; Watson Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Schae,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Chivukula,U; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Coughlin,C; Conners,J; Diegnan,P)  Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S2454  (Pou,N; Milam,M; Fuentes,A; O'Donnell,J; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Coutinho,A; Riley,C; Voss,J; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Quiqley,J; Lampitt,P; Moriarty,P; Conners,J)  Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act
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Cornell William Brooks, of Tewksbury.

Notes to the 12/13/2010 Digest:

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A1676  Greenwald,L/Milam,M+7  Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation  REP
A2570 Aca (1R)  Burzichelli,J/Quigley,J  Internet waging-permit, AC casinos  REP
A2853 Aca (1R)  Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+1  Bus. permits, econ devel proj-streamline  REP/ACA
A2905 AcaAca (2R)  Coutinho,A/Quigley,J+2  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act  REP/ACA
A3128  Quijano,A/Ramos,R  Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel  REP
A3139 Aca (1R)  Quijano,A/DeAngelo,W  Solar energy fac.-permits devel.  REP/ACA
A3143 Aca (1R)  Greenwald,L/Quigyan,A+5  Tax cred.-extend investors elig.  REP/ACA
A3253 AcaAca (1R)  Diegnan,P  Corp opportunity doctrine-rename right  REP/ACA
A3254  Diegnan,P/Tucker,C  Corp. off.-demarcation rights  REP
A3295 Aca (1R)  Coutinho,A/Quigley,J+3  Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans  REP/ACA
A3353 Aca (1R)  Coutinho,A/Watson Coleman,B+2  Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd.  REP/ACA
A3389 AcaAca (2R)  Oliver,S/Coutinho,A+3  Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises  REP/ACA
A3398  Riley,C/Burzichelli,J  Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.  REP
A3442 Aca (1R)  Chivukula,U/McKeon,J  In-St electric generation fac pilot prog  REP/ACA
A3531 Aca (1R)  Burzichelli,J  Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives  REP
A3535  Greenwald,L/Barnes,P+1  Gross income-bus. related categories  REP
A3581 Acs (ACS)  Burzichelli,J/Caputo,R  AC Tourism Dist.-estab.  REP
A3592  Quijano,A/Schaer,G+1  Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act  REP/ACA
A3594  Giblin,T/Voss,J+2  Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote  REP/ACA
A3595  Wagner,C/Stender,L+2  Benf. corp.-create  REP
A3596  Oliver,S/Wilson,G+1  Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.  REP
A3605  Oliver,S/Chivukula,U  Energy savings improvement proj.-auth.  REP
A483 Aca (1R)  Lesniak,R  Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans  REP/ACA
A490 ScaScaAca (3R)  Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J  Internet waging-permit, AC casinos  REP
S2126 Aca (1R)  Whelan,J/Haines,P  Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfillfs  REP/ACA
S2370 ScaAca (2R)  Madden,F/Kyrillos,J+7  Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises  REP/ACA
S2381 Aca (1R)  Smith,B/Bateman,C  In-St electric generation fac pilot prog  REP/ACA
S2394 Aca (1R)  Sarlo,P  Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives  REP
Bills Recommitted:
A3353  Coutinho,A/Watson Coleman,B+2  Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing ld.  RCM ABU

Bills Transferred:
A3143 Aca (1R)  Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+5  Tax cred.-extend investors elig.  FROM AAP TO ABU
A3295 Aca (1R)  Coutinho,A/Quigley,J+3  Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans  FROM AAP TO ABU
A3389 AcaAca (2R)  Oliver,S/Coutinho,A+3  Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises  FROM AAP TO ABU
A3581 Acs (ACS)  Burzichelli,L/Caputo,R  AC Tourism Dist.-establish.  FROM AAP TO ABU
S2370 ScaAca (2R)  Madden,F/Kyrillos,J+7  Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises  FROM AAP TO ABU

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:
A3236  Ramos,R  Rent pymts. for dwelling units-concerns  FROM AHO
A3619  Diegnan,P/Wisniewski,J  Gross income tax rates-modify  FROM AAP

Co-Sponsors Added:
A590  (Handlin,A)  Physician profiling-concerns
A1958 Aca (1R)  (Peterson,E; Vandervalk,C)  Gold Star Family-auth. special lic plate
A2781  (Rible,D)  Amber Alerts-receive on wireless phones
A2853 Aca (1R)  (Chivukula,U)  Bus. permits, econ devel proj-streamline
A2905 AcaAca (2R)  (Chivukula,U)  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
A3143  (Coutinho,A; Pou,N)  Tax cred.-extend investors elig.
A3147  (Schroeder,R; Rumpf,B; Gove,D; Rumana,S)  Global Warming Response Act-repeal
A3193  (Coughlin,C)  Invest in NJ Bus. Grant Prog.-emp. grant
A3194  (Coughlin,C)  Env. responsible bus. equip.-tax cred.
A3195  (Coughlin,C)  Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3196  (Coughlin,C)  Distressed shopping ctr.-bus. tax cred.
A3197  (Coughlin,C)  Mun traffic calming measures-implement
A3198  (Coughlin,C)  Mun. Land Use Law-concern notifications
A3295  (Pou,N; Johnson,G)  Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
A3442  (Conners,J)  In-St electric generation fac pilot prog
A3592  (Pou,N)  Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act
A3594  (Pou,N; Coutinho,A)  Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
A3595  (Coutinho,A; Quigley,J)  Benf. corp.-create
A3596  (Johnson,G)  Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.

Second Prime Sponsors Added:
A1949  (Spencer,L)  Debt-Mgmt. Svcs. Act of NJ
A2402 AcaAa (2R)  (Bramnick,J)  Sweepstakes-reg. NJ operation
A3605  (Chivukula,U)  Energy savings improvement proj-auth.

Third Prime Sponsors Added:
A3398  (Johnson,G)  Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
A3596  (Watson Coleman,B)  Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:
A3596  (Spencer,L)  Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:
A1676  (Pou,N)  Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
A3535  (McHose,A)  Gross income-bus. related categories
A3389 AcaAca (2R)  (Pou,N)  Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
A3584 AcaAca (2R)  (Watson Coleman,B)  Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:
A1676  (Webber,J)  Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
A3535  (Webber,J)  Gross income-bus. related categories
Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A3513 Aca (1R) (Watson Coleman,B) Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog.

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1431 (Rible,D) Amber Alerts-receive on wireless phones
S2192 Sca (1R) (Peterson,E; Vandervalk,C) Gold Star Family-auth. special lic plate

The Assembly adjourned at 7:32 P.M. to meet again on Monday, January 10, 2011 (SESSION).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A823 AaSca (2R) Albano,N/Milam,M+7 Saltwater fishing, free reg.-estab.
A1458 Wev. Skisc Kiski Spec.Lr+9 Banking Devel. Dist. Act
A1676 Sa (1R) Greenwald,L/Milam,M+28 Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation
A2360 AcaAaSa (3R) Schaer,G/Coyne,D+6 Captive insur.-reg.
A3143 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Quigiano,A+25 Urban transit hub tax cred.-expands use
A3308 AaSa (2R) Gove,D/Rumpf,B+35 St. contract, vet. owned bus-create prog
A3353 Aca (1R) Coutinho,A/Watson Coleman,B+23 Econ. devel. proj.-estab. closing fd.
A3513 Aca (1R) Oliver,S/Greenwald,L+21 Workforce Shortage Loan Redemption Prog.
A3584 AcaSa (2R) Oliver,S/Cryan,J+19 Back to Work NJ Prog.-creates
A3596 Oliver,S/Wilson,G+19 Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.
S1216 Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L+21 Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S1540 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Oroho,S+21 Gross income-bus. related categories
S2370 ScaAca (2R) Madden,F/Kyrillos,J+27 Bus. Relocation Asst. Grant Prog-revises
S2373 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Whelan,J+23 Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
S2398 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+29 Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S2454 Madden,F/Sarlo,P+26 Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (12/30/2010):

P.L.2010, c.111. A2305 Milam,M/Albano,N+5 1/4/2011 Jersey Fresh-incl Made With Jersey Fresh
P.L.2010, c.118. S2380 Sca (1R) Cunningham,S/Pennacchio,J+5 1/5/2011 Ul benf. exhaustion-pre-notification req
P.L.2010, c.120. A483 Sca (1R) Rodriguez,C/Schaer,G+7 1/5/2011 Interst. Insur Product Reg Compact-estab
P.L.2010, c.121. A1637 Wagner,C/Rudd,Sh+32 1/5/2011 Sch. buses-concerns ads on exterior
P.L.2010, c.122. A3466 Aca (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Angelini,M+73 1/5/2011 Anti-Bullying Bill of Rights Act